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Abstract

Protection of national security is among the major duties of the government agencies, and the acquisition of intelligence has become a major security measure. The Federal Intelligence Service is tasked with the role and its modus of operation targets maximum acquisition of intelligence. It might be useful in averting potential security threats amidst continuous terror attacks, but its impacts on the infringement of personal privacy are a major cause for concern. In light of the Judgment of the Federal Constitutional Court, it is evident that the Federal Intelligence Service contravenes the fundamental right to privacy in its activities. The activities extend beyond the mere collection of intelligence on criminal activities to piling large volumes of personal data, especially on foreign nationals. This study utilizes a literature survey methodology to delve into the
matter and obtain meaningful findings. The findings are used to formulate viable conclusions and recommendations.

INTRODUCTION

Digital data protection and national security are crucial considerations in the security infrastructure of any given country. The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the main information protection law that currently offers the legal framework for protecting personal information and promoting responsible data processing. This law is perceived to be effective, but the advancements in technology make it challenging for it to comprehensively address privacy issues. Some of the technological advancements resulting digital data protection challenges include identity, Big Data, social media,

1 Edward S. Dove, 'The EU General Data Protection Regulation: Implications for International Scientific Research in The Digital Era'.


and biometrics.¹ These advancements have made it easier for government agencies to monitor personal data and filter intelligence for national security purposes. Protection of national security within this scope might be justified, but the infringement of personal privacy that accompanies it is daunting. The rapid transformations in technology have outgrown existing legal frameworks and increased the capabilities and information superiority to states, resulting in a shift in the balance between digital privacy and the protection of state security. It is worth noting that the premises of surveillance and its role in governance seem to override the value of digital privacy. The main course of worry is that the territorial limits of digital surveillance seem undefined.² In light of the judgment by the Germany Federal Constitutional

¹ Itay Perah Fainmesser, Andrea Galeotti and Ruslan Momot, 'Digital Privacy'.
Court of 19 May 2020, several digital privacy issues, especially in the international space, need to be addressed.

1 This court ruled that intelligence services are under no legal obligation to randomly search digital information for foreigners living abroad.2 The ruling follows findings that the German foreign intelligence agency BND has been operating in violation of the universal right to privacy. This raging

1 “The constitutional complaint challenges the statutory provisions authorising the Federal Intelligence Service to carry out surveillance of foreign telecommunications, to share the intelligence thus obtained with domestic and foreign bodies and to cooperate with foreign intelligence services in this context. Insofar as they concern cooperation and the surveillance of foreign telecommunications, the challenged provisions were inserted into the Federal Intelligence Service Act of 20 December 1990, last amended by Art. 4 of the Act to Adapt Data Protection Law to Regulation (EU) 2016/679 and to Implement Directive (EU) 2016/680 of 30 June 2017, through the Act on the Surveillance of Foreign Telecommunications by the Federal Intelligence Service of 23 December 2016, which entered into force on 31 December 2016. The law was amended in response to findings and discussions in the First Committee of Inquiry of the 18th German Bundestag and served to clarify the legal framework given that the Federal Intelligence Service had been engaging in these practices prior to the amendment. By contrast, the challenged provisions on data sharing predate the amendment and their wording was not changed by it; however, they now also extend to the sharing of intelligence gathered on the basis of the newly added surveillance powers”. BVerfG, judgment of May 19, 2020 - 1 BvR 2835/17.
2 Ibid.
debate and onslaught of legal battles make it necessary to address balancing digital data protection and the protection of national security.

Changes in information technology have transformed the way of conducting different tasks. Some of these changes have allowed government monitoring of online information for surveillance and other security purposes. As much as online data management is essential for protecting national security, instances abound where it interferes with the individuals’ digital privacy. Efforts made towards harmonizing digital data protection while at the same time protecting national security are yet to bear fruit. The struggles between the community advocating for privacy and government agencies seeking to protect its territories through digital surveillance have been characteristic of the recent court cases. This struggle has led to the development of competing interests between protecting
individuals’ privacy and law enforcement. Thus, the need to balance digital data protection and national security is still a challenge that necessitates suitable interventions.

This study will address the challenge of digital data privacy within the context of state security, which seems to be a very crucial aspect of the sustainability of any given nation. It will seek to establish the limitations in the existing legal frameworks which allow national intelligence agencies to circumvent individual privacy restrictions, especially in the international space. The study will also provide suitable interventions that can be used to address loopholes in the legal frameworks to ensure that the national intelligence agencies operate with restrictions to respect personal privacy. Additionally, the study will devise countermeasures to ensure that lessening restrictions and surveillance activities by the
national intelligence agencies do not interfere with the protection of national security.

This study is structured into two chapters, Chapter one covers digital privacy and national security as the two major issues causing a stalemate in the activities of the national intelligence agencies. It also addresses the need to balance digital privacy and the protection of national security using highlights from research publications. Chapter two addresses the core issue of balancing digital privacy and the protection of national security. It entails a cross-examination of the EU and German constitutional systems and insights from the revelations on the surveillance schemes used by national intelligence agencies in data acquisition. The role of courts in balancing digital data privacy and the state security is also discussed in light of rulings from various court cases, including the Judgment of the German Federal Constitutional Court of 19 May 2020.
CHAPTER ONE: DIGITAL PRIVACY AND NATIONAL SECURITY

1- Digital Privacy Protection

The increase in online activity over the past decades has increased the availability and amounts of digital data.\(^1\) This trend has been accompanied by negative consequences owing to the increased accessibility to individual-level data. The main opportunity for data exploitation is through the government intelligence agencies. These entities constitute government adversaries, and their data usage and access may be harmful to the public. In most cases, government intelligence agencies seek digital data to track down individuals and make arrests.\(^2\) According to Weber, the transition towards the digital world raises privacy challenges because digital privacy laws and the

---

\(^1\) Fainmesser, Andrea G. and Ruslan M., 'Digital Privacy'

\(^2\) Ibid., 29.
The concept of digital privacy are being exposed to immense limitations arising from technological advancements such as digital identity and biometrics.¹ The existing privacy protection frameworks include fundamental rights and specific laws. Fundamental rights are crucial to the international legal structure and relate to personal privacy rights. Despite their levels of sophistication, these rights do not suffice to address all privacy challenges manifesting in the digital space.² National laws attempt to compensate for these limitations by extending the fundamental privacy protections to emerging technologies and scenarios. According to the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, protecting human dignity is a

---

¹ Rolf H. Weber, 'The Digital Future – A Challenge for Privacy?'.
² Ibid., 235.
fundamental requirement.\textsuperscript{1} The European Convention on Human Rights also has prompt protection for human rights, which applies to government and private sectors.\textsuperscript{2} Specific laws addressing privacy issues entail constitutional safeguards that have been amended over the years to include different facets of conduct.\textsuperscript{3} Federal laws have also been instituted towards the same.

Current privacy concerns include third-party access to online information, social media logins, profiling, and government data.\textsuperscript{4} As much as most of these concerns constitute a threat to online privacy, profiling and government

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{3} Weber, 'The Digital Future, 235.
\textsuperscript{4} Ibid.
\end{flushleft}
data serve as the major threats within national intelligence agencies. Profiling entails any form of automated personal data processing whose main aim is to analyze or determine the personality or any other aspects of a given individual.¹ It mainly involves analyzing health, employment performance, economic metrics, behavior, or personal preferences. According to the EU Data Protection Regulation (DPR), profiling should be limited, especially when personal data will be used for legal decisions.² The governments collect huge chunks of information from the citizens based on different administrative laws. This accumulation of huge amounts of consumer data increases privacy risks when combined with


additional data in the public domain.\textsuperscript{1} Secret service agencies can use the data for various forms of targeted action, which infringes individuals’ privacy rights.

Privacy protection measures for government data should include stringent regulations of the collected and stored data concerning the amount and type of information allowed to be reserved.\textsuperscript{2} The role of usability, confidentiality, and safeguarding personal information is increasing due to digital technologies’ impacts on people’s daily financial, personal and corporate activities.\textsuperscript{3} This aspect is covered under the data protection rights, which guarantee individuals’ rights of disposal over any personality-related information. The fundamental right to personal information protection is

\textsuperscript{1} Weber, 'The Digital Future, 238.
\textsuperscript{2} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{3} Chuleeporn Changchit, 'Data Protection and Privacy Issue' (2008), 1.
covered by the major national and international legal frameworks.\(^1\) It operates between the right to privacy and the possibility of suppressing the prevalence of privacy. Within the digital space, collection, storage, and processing of large amounts of data can potentially result in privacy infraction.\(^2\) To cater to this issue, individuals should be entitled to knowing the kind of personal information communicated to the public or any given entity. This aspect will serve as a control measure over the information held by other people about the individual and personal identity information. The need to monitor special operations and enforce surveillance through the technology system using intelligence agencies raises intense concerns about personal privacy. Its

\(^1\) Ibid., 2.
manifestation alongside the numerous models implemented towards personal data protection also raises debates concerning the necessity of these models. The models of data protection include sectoral regulation, comprehensive legislation, and sectoral legislation and technology protections.¹ Countries guaranteeing the best right to personal information protection combine these models to achieve the required levels of effectiveness.

The comprehensive legislation model builds on common regulations concerning the accumulation, use, and distribution of personal information. It was deployed in the Data Protection Directive 95/46 in Europe, which puts the member states under obligation to implement common levels of personal data protection when processed or transferred outside EU

¹ Chuleeporn Changchit, 'Data Protection, 3.
countries. This approach ensures that private sectors, special agencies of commissions monitor the implementation of personal data protection. Self-regulation is very common and entails setting limitations on specifications and possible violations by various entities in different spheres of operation. This method capitalizes on how the different entities know the specific kinds of personal information collected and how it is utilized. The use of information technology has made it easier to collect and disseminate personal information, and its associated privacy challenges necessitate the need for personal


2 Changchit, 'Data Protection, 3.'
data protection.¹ This initiative deploys different technical tools which provide different levels of communication and personal privacy protection. Such systems will help limit the distribution of personal information by providing individuals access to their information and communication surveillance.² Despite the availability of different digital privacy protection models, comprehensive legislation is the most widely used, and its deployment will be analyzed in government surveillance agencies.

2- The Impact of National Security in The Information Privacy

The debate on digital privacy and national security cuts across the main basic values of an individual. These basic values

² Ibid.
values include freedom of expression, public interest, confidentiality, information security, national and public security, and criminal disclosures.\(^1\) Based on this puzzle, it is evident that some of the freedoms and other interventions aimed at providing personal security to the citizens might be sacrificed to protect national security. The protection of national security majorly entails protecting the citizens from threats regardless of the source.\(^2\) This obligation implies that the country has a huge task of deploying all possible means to ensure that the citizens are safe. However, the main challenge is the need for boundaries in protecting national security while not infringing on personal privacy. Since legislative


Interventions are the major tool deployed in this case, it raises numerous legal questions than answers.

Different areas of human rights and national security overlap, and these areas are indispensable and mutually reinforcing for each other.\(^1\) Human rights are analyzed within the scope of human security, and its main significance is respecting the fundamental freedoms and rights as a way of achieving individual, national and international security. Human security and National security can coexist because human security strengthens national security and compels nations to protect fundamental human rights.\(^2\) The debate on this relationship has culminated into the need to weigh between personal privacy and national security. Major concerns revolve around suppressing some of the fundamental

\(^1\) Ibid., (10).
\(^2\) Ibid., 2.
human rights for national security gains, such as fighting terrorism or any other threat to the nation’s security. Another challenge regards the possibility of holding rights to protecting personal privacy in situations where national security is being threatened. For successful national security protection, especially in the case of national intelligence agencies, there must be personal information of all kinds for criminal investigations. However, its necessity at times culminates into disparities concerning the protection of personal information.

The need to strike a balance between digital privacy and national surveillance is continuously increasing. This increase is fueled by the rapid technological changes which enable intelligence agencies to use various smart techniques in

surveillance.\textsuperscript{1} The adoption of such techniques might be helpful to national security, but individual privacy is perceived to be at risk. Most individuals perceive surveillance as a negative activity that encompasses coercion, loss of freedom, and covert spying.\textsuperscript{2} These activities pose a great threat to privacy, and the threat is even greater considering the technological enhancements that have increased the capabilities of surveillance systems. Research findings show that the increasing use of surveillance systems and analytics by intelligence organizations within the digital space is continuously transforming nations into less personal environments.\textsuperscript{3}

\textsuperscript{2} Ibid., 1.
\textsuperscript{3} Ibid., .
In the case of national intelligence agencies, personal privacy is even worse because of the centralized controls and access to large amounts of data from government agencies.\(^1\) Many people in different countries are affected by surveillance, especially when collecting evidence about crimes. The main influence towards digital surveillance bases on the observation the current society is built on information.\(^2\) This perception has led to the government drive towards acquiring information for various purposes, including criminal policing.\(^3\) Increased data collection by government agencies at all levels has escalated the threat to digital privacy from

\(^{1}\) Wullianallur Raghupathi and Viju Raghupathi, 'Big Data Analytics In Healthcare: Promise And Potential' (2014) 2 Health Information Science and Systems.


National surveillance and other institutions. National surveillance has numerous harms to the individuals, including reduced intellectual privacy, altering power dynamics between the leaders and subordinates, and in extreme cases, blackmail and other behaviors.²

The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a legal framework for protecting personal data in the EU region. It attempts to counterbalance digital privacy and the protection of national security by acknowledging the fast changes in digital technology, which have escalated the magnitude of personal data collected and distributed.³ Data

---

¹ Zuboff, 'Big Other, 76.
protection laws have been existent in Europe within its political and cultural contexts. Some of these contexts include the secret police surveillance in Germany. These laws contextualize the long-standing tradition in Europe where citizens and governments strive to minimize interference into individuals’ private lives.\(^1\) The data protection law in Europe is distinct because processing personal data is prohibited, and the exception only applies where valid legal reasons are allowing it. In this context, all the personal data collected, processed, or disseminated must be regulated. The Directives under the EU law require the individual nations to transpose the Directives into their national legal framework.\(^2\) This aspect leaves the enforcement aspect at the discretion of the individual nations. The discrepancy might explain the reason

---

\(^1\) Ibid., 1014.

for digital data privacy issues associated with Germany’s national intelligence agency activities. Over the years, the 1995 Directive has been losing relevance due to the advancements in digital technology because of increased large volume data flows.¹ The legal framework has also failed to prevent fragmentation in the implementation of the Directive. This limitation has fueled legal uncertainty concerning the risks to protecting personal information accumulated through online activities.²

The US and EU data protection laws resemble several aspects, including the fundamental principles regulating their operations. Among the similar fundamental principles is the principle of proportionality and clarity in the processing of

¹ Dove, ‘The EU General Data Protection Regulation, 1013.
² Y. Poullet, “EU Data Protection Policy, 208.
personal data.\textsuperscript{1} The main discrepancy is that surveillance for state security is exempt from the legal framework. This discrepancy is perceived as a loophole in the protection of digital privacy because it allows the national intelligence agency to access and process personal information without legal protections. The legal exemption for national security is attributed to the terrorist attacks that compelled the government to prioritize national security. As a threat to national security, terrorism has made many nations, including the US and Germany, accord the intelligence and law enforcement officer’s greater authority in collecting and

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
disseminating personal information acquired through electronic and wire surveillance\(^1\).

Additionally, national intelligence agencies are at liberty to sacrifice individuals’ right to privacy and increase the scope of their surveillance activities. They are also allowed to contravene data protection protocols to access all sorts of information for foreign intelligence and investigate international terrorism threats.\(^2\) Over the years, policymakers have made efforts to strengthen the legal frameworks on privacy and information security, but many legal gaps still exist. These legal loopholes enable intelligence agencies to have an upper edge on the domestic and foreign surveillance

---

\(^1\) Doyle, Ch. ‘Terrorism: Section by Section Analysis of the USA Patriot Act’. (2001) CRS Report for Congress, 10 December.

regulations. In Europe, EU Law regards privacy and information security as a fundamental right.\(^1\) It provides legal foundations for protecting individuals’ right to privacy by limiting incursion from third parties, particularly government agencies. Since being recognized as a fundamental right, the scope of the right to privacy and information safety has been intensifying within and outside Europe.\(^2\) This expansion is crucial because the rules apply in the EU and other international institutions are required to abide by the EU laws.

---


CHAPTER TWO: BALANCING DIGITAL PRIVACY AND NATIONAL SECURITY

Analysis of the US and EU constitutional systems shows an intense battle between the safeguarding of personal privacy and state security.\(^1\) This battle mainly arises from the escalating challenge of global terrorism, which poses a great threat to state security. The threat compelled the countries to devise massive secret surveillance programs tapping large amounts of personal data through collaboration with telephone and internet providers.\(^2\) Revelations of the surveillance programs by the national intelligence agencies have raised doubt concerning the balance between digital privacy and the

---


2 Ibid., 114.
protection of national security in the digital terrorism era. The availability of a legislative framework for safeguarding personal privacy in the EU has not been sufficient to cover up for the faults and derogations affecting the capacity to protect the right to privacy.\textsuperscript{1} In national security, the main discrepancy under the EU law is that it heavily relies on member state competence. The implementations might not be in sync with the Union law. This delicate balance has resulted in a system where state governments are expected to protect the citizens against security threats such as terror attacks. At the same time, the Union provides a high level of protection for personal data.\textsuperscript{2} Despite attaining some level of efficacy, the power balance and jurisdictional references make it challenging to balance digital data protection and state security.

\textsuperscript{1} Ibid., 116.

\textsuperscript{2} Vanoni. "Balancing privacy and national security in the global digital era: A comparative perspective of EU and US constitutional systems", 120.
To establish a proper balance between state security and digital information protection, one needs to appreciate the role of surveillance in governance. In the digital technology era, surveillance helps governments gather adequate information about their territories and exercise control.\(^1\) It also helps the government fulfill its basic roles, but unregulated surveillance is a major challenge because it undermines the privileges of a democratic society. Surveillance has gradually transformed into a governance technique whereby governments face increasing needs of massive control of a continuously changing human society.\(^2\) Despite the increasing importance of surveillance, its necessity must be analyzed in the scope of the fundamental right to privacy. Surveillance accounts for the

---

2 Ibid, (20).
need for information superiority in governance and law enforcement.¹ This aspect becomes a disadvantage by making it easier to compromise privacy when government agencies increase surveillance to accommodate the need for information on national security issues.

1. Role of The European Court of Human Rights in balancing Digital Privacy and the Protection of National Security

Applying case law in the European court context capitalizes on distinctions between public security and national security.² In this context, state security is restricted within the scope of member countries rather than the entire Union. Data

privacy legislation is mostly used in public security, and it encompasses a broader context that includes security within the Union. Public security relates to the safety of the European community, and it is found in other grounds of EU law. The GDPR does not apply to public security or national security, and this makes it inapplicable to data analysis related to state security.1 Directive 2016/680 is the main legal instrument enabling data processing for national security purposes.2 It regulates the protection of personal information in the context of investing, preventing, detaining, or prosecuting criminals and averting threats to national security.3 The same Directive

1 Ibid., 5.
3 Ibid.
also allows the countries to limit information on various subjects to protect state or public security.

Case law on balancing digital privacy and national security is found in the jurisprudence of the ECtHR. It expresses the possibility of balancing between the two crucial security aspects as it states in Article 8 ECHR that individuals have a right to private life. Still, this right can be tampered with to protect national security.¹ In *Klass and Others v Germany* (1978), the ECtHR failed to establish violations of the right to respect private life.² This conclusion based on the establishment that the law restricting secrecy of telecommunications and email was vital for protecting national security and preventing crimes. Secret surveillance during

---

anti-government protests on the demonstrators was found to violate Article 8 ECHR as per the ruling in Association ‘21 December 1989’ and Others v Romania (2011). This ruling was arrived at because the Romanian system of storing information lacked adequate precautions to safeguard the privacy of the demonstrators.\(^1\) In the case of terrorism, the ECtHR holds that the fight against terrorism supersedes an individual’s right to access their data in police databases as per the case Segerstedt-Wiberg and Others v Sweden (2006). Despite the interference with the rights under Article 8 ECHR, storage of the information was necessary to protect national security.\(^2\)

\(^1\) Association “21 December 1989” and Others v. Romania, No. 33810/07, ECtHR (Third Section), 24 May 2011
These cases projected a certain trend that case law in European courts initially strived to balance data protection and state security in a neutral manner.\(^1\) However, after Snowden’s revelations on mass surveillance measures, the courts started tilting the balance towards privacy protection rather than national security. This move can be understood as a countermeasure to check on the immense data privacy infringements committed by the national intelligence agencies in the name of safeguarding national security.\(^2\) Additionally, leaning towards privacy protection was the only suitable intervention that could help the citizens reserve their rights under Article 8 ECHR.

\(^1\) Dimitrova and Maja Brkan, 'Balancing National Security and Data Protection (2017), 12.
\(^2\) Ibid.
The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has been elemental in this shift by providing policymaking infrastructure to support privacy protection. In *Digital Rights Ireland* (2014), the CJEU annulled the data retention directive designated as Directive 2006/24/EC.\(^1\) This decision aimed at addressing interference with the fundamental rights because the communications service providers were mandated to hold personal data for a certain period, and government agencies had access to this data. In this case, the CJEU acts as a policy change catalyst to challenge the balance between digital data protection and state security.\(^2\) According to the CJEU, the EU legislator challenged the balance by adopting the Data Retention Directive because it imposed compulsory data

\(^1\) Digital Rights Ireland Ltd V Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural Resources and others (Cases C-293/12 and C-594/12) EU:C:2014:238 (08 April 2014)

retention schemes without catering to privacy rights and data protection.¹ The main reason driving the decision the serious nature of the Directive’s interference with Article 8 ECHR because the scope and duration of data retention, the potentials of mapping and profiling, and the risk of unlawful use of the data were very high. Thus, it was viewed that the intensity of jurisdictive review must be proportional to the level of discretion available to the EU legislator.

2- Analyze of the Germany Federal Constitutional Court

Judgment of 19 May 2020

The First Senate of the Federal Constitutional Court ruled that the authorities of the Federal Intelligence Service conduct surveillance of foreign telecommunications infringe

the fundamental rights of the basic law.¹ This ruling followed complaints from various parties, including journalists reporting human rights violations in authoritarian states and conflict zones. They raised a constitutional complaint challenging the amended version of the Federal Intelligence Service Act of 2016 and the probable surveillance measures that could be subjected under this legislation.² The amended Act granted the Federal Intelligence Surveillance Service powers to access networks and telecommunications transmission routes. This power was meant to enable them to collect data of interest to the intelligence services through analytic tools. Since the data collection is a form of strategic surveillance, this power is not tied to specific suspicions. It relates to the telecommunications

¹ BVerfG, judgment of the First Senate of May 19, 2020 - 1 BvR 2835/17 -, Rn. 1-332, http://www.bverfg.de/e/rs20200519_1bvr283517.html
between foreigners in foreign countries, and the data is majorly used for national security protection, including obtaining crucial information concerning security threats.

The constitutional complaint was majorly against the legal provisions granting the Federal Intelligence Service the rights to collect, store and compute data in the surveillance of foreign telecommunications.\(^1\) It also challenged the preexisting provisions that allowed the Federal Intelligence Service to share the information obtained with foreign public and private entities and the domestic public entities, including the police. Cooperation with foreign intelligence agencies was also a major cause of concern because it escalated the digital data protection issue. In light of these complaints, the First Senate of the Federal Constitutional Court found that the statutory

\(^1\) BVerfG, judgment of the First Senate of May 19, 2020 - 1 BvR 2835/17 -, Rn. 1-332, http://www.bverfg.de/e/rs20200519_1bvr283517.html
bases of the Federal Intelligence Service (Bundesnachrichtendienst – BND) violate the fundamental right to privacy of telecommunications and the freedom of the journalists. The court decision also capitalized on the rights against state interference, the need for protection against telecommunications surveillance, and protecting the foreigners in other countries. It established that the surveillance measures lack necessary restrictions and lack various safeguards such as the protection of journalists and lawyers. The data-sharing provisions are also a threat to digital privacy because they lack limits for protecting any legal interests that meet the required statutory thresholds.

---

2 Melissa Eddy, 'Right To Privacy Extends To Foreign Internet Users, German Court Rules (Published 2020)' (Nytimes.com, 2020) <https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/19/world/europe/germany-privacy.html> accessed 3 July 2021.
Another cause of concern is that inadequate provisions are governing the cooperation with foreign intelligence agencies.\(^1\) The lack of these restrictions poses a threat to the privacy of various entities, especially legal interests. Additionally, the powers granted to the Federal Intelligence Service are not subject to independent oversight. Such immense power raises questions about the possibility and ease of abuse of power to infringe individuals’ privacy because lack of continuous legal oversight makes it challenging to scrutinize the surveillance process. These concerns validated the ruling that the right to privacy applies to foreign internet users. It is a crucial step towards attaining digital privacy because it limits the powers of the intelligence services from

\(^1\) BVerfG, judgment of the First Senate of May 19, 2020 - 1 BvR 2835/17 -, Rn. 1-332, http://www.bverfg.de/e/rs20200519_1bvr283517.html
randomly searching digital data of foreigners living abroad.\(^1\)

The court decision also provides necessary checks and balances in the operations of the Federal Intelligence Service to minimize cases of intentional violation of the individuals’ privacy using statutory provisions. Additionally, it has also shed light on the preemptive legal measures that provide legal cover for the intelligence agency’s violations of the foreign individuals’ right to privacy.

The Court concluded in its ruling a set of legal principles that, under Art. 1(3) of the Basic Law, Fundamental rights bind the German state authority; yet, the obligatory influence is not delimited to Germany territory alone. The security that individual fundamental rights yield differs depending on an individual residence, whether in Germany or abroad. In any

\(^1\) Eddy, 'Right To Privacy Extends To Foreign Internet Users.
event, Art. 10(1) and Art. 5(1) second sentence of the Basic Law, which, in their dimension as rights against state interference, afford protection against telecommunications surveillance and protect foreigners in other countries.

The contemporary legal structure on the scrutiny of remote telecommunications, the allocation of intellect thus acquired with other bodies, and the collaboration with overseas intelligence services infringes the prerequisite to explicitly stipulate the affected fundamental rights, which is enshrined in Art. 19(1) second sentence of the Basic Law (Elisabeth, 2019). The lawmakers purposefully considered the existing legal structure not to affect fundamental, yet they are a fundamental facet in this scenario. The existing legislative structure also does not alleviate crucial fundamental necessities arising from fundamental rights.
Art. 10(1) of the Basic Law safeguards the discretion of individual communications as such. It implies that people`s freedom and right to private communications should be respected. Those that violate their fundamental rights in respect to the same matters are not excluded from the protection afforded by the basic rights of the Basic Law just by the virtual of acting as representatives of foreign legal entities. Overseas Legal Aptitude Regulates affairs concerning foreign intelligence. This legislation is spelled out within the meaning of Art. 73(1) no. 1 of the Basic Law. Based on this capability, the Confederacy can deliberate upon the Federal Intelligence Service the duty of availing intelligence to the Federal authority concerning foreign and security policy but also the separate task of the early detection of dangers with an international dimension that originates from abroad, so far as it does not bring about operational powers. It is a must that these
perils be of such nature and severity that they can distress the position of the Federal Republic of Germany in the intercontinental environment. They ought to be substantial to the overseas foreign safety policy precisely for the same reason.

In standard, the premeditated shadowing of overseas telecommunications is not unharmonious with Art. 10(1) of the Basic Law. Nevertheless, the legal requirement is not based on explicit requirements. Essentially, it is guided and constrained only by the drive. The authority to conduct strategic surveillance is an incomparable influence that must be constrained to congregating external aptitude piloted by an authority that lacks operative controls; it is only the authority’s particular tasks and the specific conditions under which it performs them that can vindicate them.
Consequently, the lawmaker must provide for the exclusion of telecommunications statistics of Germans and individuals within Germany. Limits to data that may be gathered, the grit of particular surveillance drives, the organizing of surveillance grounded on especially resolute procedures, special requirements for the targeted surveillance of specific individuals, limits to traffic data retention, a framework governing data analysis, safeguards to protect confidential relationships of trust, the guaranteed protection of the core of private life and obligations to delete data. Such measures ensure that while such data is crucially obtained for enhancing the administration of justice, other vital provisions of basic human rights are upheld. Through such mechanisms, the system of administering justice enhances the element of fairness and equal treatment for suspects.
Sharing private files originating from premeditated scrutiny is only allowable for the resolution of safeguarding legal interests of predominantly great weight. It entails indications of a recognizable vulnerability (konkretisierte Gefahrenlage) or adequately specific grounds for detecting felonious conduct (hinreichend konkretisierter Tatverdacht). Reports delivered to the Federal Government are immune to these necessities as they are exclusively envisioned to offer dogmatic intelligence and formulate government verdicts. The sharing of personal data necessitates an official decision by the Federal Intelligence Service and must be documented, stipulating a valid legal basis. Before data is shared with foreign bodies, it must be established that the addressee will handle the information in agreement with the rule of law; should there be a suggestion that data sharing could endanger an individual affected by it, a valuation of probable jeopardies
in the explicit occasion is paramount. The absence of such valuation is considered unlawful, and necessary legal actions may follow.

A legislative framework on the collaboration with overseas aptitude services only gratifies the statutory necessities if it certifies the limits set by the rule of law. The limits are not set aside through the mutual sharing of intelligence, and that the Federal Intelligence Service remains accountable for the information it has gathered and scrutinized. The federal intelligence service also-rans checks on data collected to identify biases and inaccuracies. Identified setbacks must be eliminated before the data is thereof put in any use or transferred.

Suppose the Federal Intelligence Service needs to use quest conditions persistent by a partner intelligence service to
share any matches without any detailed content-related analysis robotically. In that case, these search terms and the resulting matches must be checked thoroughly. The requirements to obtain assurances that apply to the sharing of data with other countries apply accordingly. The sharing of traffic data in its entirety with partner intelligence services requires a competitive necessity for intelligence concerning specific indications of an identifiable hazard. The Federal Intelligence Service must obtain substantial assurances from the partner services regarding their handling of the shared data. The mandate to run premeditated investigation measures to share the intelligence thus obtained and cooperate with foreign intelligence services is only companionable with the proportionality necessities if they are complemented by independent oversight. Such oversight must be deliberated as intermittent legal oversight allowing for wide-ranging access
to scrutinize the surveillance process. The measures are geared towards ensuring effective administration of justice in the society.

Alternatively, it must be guaranteed that the key bureaucratic steps of deliberated shadowing are subject to sovereign oversight similar to legal assessment by a body that has the power to make ultimate critical decisions. More so, the procedures must be subject to administrative oversight by a body that conducts randomized oversight of the legality of the entire surveillance process on its initiative and without interference from any foreign bodies.

The utilitarian individuality of the oversight organizations must be certain. This considers that the oversight bodies have a detached budget, autonomous personnel supervision, and bureaucratic independence. They should be
armed with the workforces and means necessary for the operational performance of their tasks. They must have all controls compulsory for directing operative oversight vis-à-vis the Federal Intelligence Service. It also must be guaranteed that the third-party rule does not obstruct oversight.

Digital privacy has become a major challenge due to the increase in online activity, and the EU legislative structures have been struggling to address it through legal frameworks. The main threat to digital privacy is government agencies, specifically the Federal Intelligence Service, which seeks intelligence to protect national security. It seeks digital data to track down individuals, make arrests and detect security threats related to terrorism. However, intelligence-seeking ventures end up sacrificing personal privacy for the attainment of national security. Fundamental rights and specific laws constitute the majority of the current privacy frameworks.
These frameworks have not been effective enough due to the systemic loopholes and legal exceptions that allow the Federal Intelligence Service to conduct excessive surveillance. The major loophole in the protection of digital privacy has been the escalating threats of terrorism, increasing in multitude due to increasing online activity. Surveillance, especially when seeking evidence for crimes, affects many citizens, including foreigners in other countries, because of the digital surveillance systems’ immense capabilities. The enforcement of EU laws and directives is also left at the discretion of individual nations, making them cherry-pick the specific aspects of the legal frameworks that should be enforced. It has resulted in the exploitation of legal loopholes in the domestic and foreign surveillance regulations¹.

¹ Rojszczak, M. (2021). Extraterritorial Bulk Surveillance after the German
Countries contravene the individual’s right to privacy by deploying massive secret surveillance programs that tap huge volumes of data by collaborating with telecommunications and internet providers. Notable incidents of case law on balancing state security and personal privacy include secret surveillance during anti-government protests, which violate Article 8 ECHR. Snowden’s revelations of massive surveillance measures have also raised concern on the role of courts in balancing privacy protection and national security. The Judgment of the Federal Constitutional Court in May 2020 provides answers to the surveillance issues raised. The Federal BND Act Judgment. European Constitutional Law Review, 17(1), 53-77, See at: https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/european-constitutional-law-review/article/extraterritorial-bulk-surveillance-after-the-german-bnd-act-judgment/D6B51E73049E18D9EEB563F36CEB679E

Intelligence Service commits numerous human rights violations in the course of its surveillance schemes. The privacy infringements were concerning telecommunications between foreigners in foreign countries. It portrays a major legal loophole allowing the Federal Intelligence Service to collect, store and compute data in surveillance of foreign telecommunications. Preexisting provisions allowing the intelligence agency to share information and collaboration with foreign intelligence agencies also constitutes a major challenge to digital privacy.

Increasing online activity seems to be a major incentive to the Federal Intelligence Service due to the ease of collecting large amounts of data. The levels of sophistication of the tools also enable them to escalate the degree of personal privacy infringements because it results in the collection of more data which is advantageous to national security. The intelligence
agency uses the same techniques of tracking down criminals on ordinary civilians hence casting a threat to their privacy. The surveillance schemes deployed by the intelligence agency mainly focus on one side of the divide, which is national security, and their immense capabilities in collecting intelligence leave the privacy of the ordinary individuals at their mercy. Enforcement discrepancies in the EU Laws and Directives also seem to be advantageous to the government agency. Since the government controls the entire system, they end up deciding the exceptions for the intelligence agencies. The other concern is the immense power available to these agencies, which seem to be unregulated. Lack of regulation enables them to apply criminal-level intelligence measures on ordinary foreigners who pose no threats to national security. For instance, registered lawyers and journalists in foreign countries are subjected to stringent surveillance, yet they
should be exempt under the law. Their data can also be analyzed, but the scrutiny deployed should not be as massive as whatever has been reported through the complaints. Tapping data from the telecommunications and internet service companies is extensive abuse of power by the intelligence agency because it has scaled beyond the limits of its activities. Their limits are within the public space but extending to private communications and sharing the same information with foreign intelligence agencies violates fundamental privacy rights.¹

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Digital transformation and increasing online activity have escalated privacy-related concerns in the context of state security surveillance. It has provided numerous avenues for government intelligence agencies to gather and analyze large amounts of personal information at the expense of their privacy. These activities result in numerous challenges in balancing digital data protection and state security. Massive secret surveillance programs are deployed in all situations without any exceptions to the scenarios posing greater threats to national security. Since criminal investigation level intelligence acquisition interventions are used, ordinary individuals suffer massive privacy infringements. The extents of information-seeking ventures by government agencies, including tapping information from telecommunications and internet companies, escalate the threat to personal privacy.
These privacy infringements mainly arise from the immense powers availed to the national intelligence agencies. The power is unregulated because the institutions operate under the government, which is the same body required to enforce the privacy laws and directives. This challenge exposes the extensive legal loopholes exploited in the operation of the national intelligence agency, which affects the balancing digital privacy and state security.

Therefore, Suitable independent oversight bodies should be formulated to regulate the collection and management of personal information obtained by the Federal Intelligence Service. The oversight bodies will ensure that the information collected is within lawful limits provided by the legislative frameworks and its use does not contravene the fundamental right to privacy. They will also provide avenues for the citizens to raise issues concerning incidences of privacy
infringements by government intelligence agencies and possibly institute litigation on behalf of the citizens.

The Federal Intelligence Service should be made accountable to the EU Courts and other regulatory agencies tasked with safeguarding digital privacy rights. Measures to improve accountability should include full disclosures of the surveillance systems and data collection and analysis techniques used by the relevant regulatory organizations upon request. This will ensure that the Federal Intelligence Service does not use uncouth means of obtaining intelligence by targeting parties of interest that do not pose any security threats. Accountability will also help ensure that the intelligence agency avoids intentional infringements of the fundamental right to privacy which has been the case due to lack of regulation.
The EU legislative structures should develop legal frameworks restricting the forms of technology used for surveillance. It will combine with adequate oversight and accountability to ensure that the Federal Intelligence Service does not violate the privacy of innocent individuals in the course of surveillance for criminal convictions. The legal frameworks should also provide adequate provisions to allow certain notable individuals from the surveillance process. These include foreign journalists and legal practitioners whose credibility and the licensing institutions can regulate codes of conduct.

Non-state actors, including private organizations, should be sensitized on the need to promote the right to privacy. It will guide them against releasing personal information to government agencies without permission or court orders. This will apply in telecommunications and internet companies.
colluding with the intelligence agencies to infringe individuals’ privacy. Punitive measures should also be deployed against private actors disseminating personal information without consent to minimize cases of pilferage and abuse of power. It will also curtail the secret initiatives of the secret service, whose major aim to collect unnecessary data and infringing the rights of innocent individuals in the name of protecting national security.

Creating public awareness on the issue of privacy on the internet will encourage users to develop changes that will result in privacy protection from the users’ side. Implementing privacy protection from the users’ side is a suitable solution to the infringements on personal privacy by the national intelligence agencies because it will prevent them from accessing the large amounts of personal data using their analytic tools. This initiative will also include increased media
coverage on the same issue and technical education. Educating the masses will equip them with useful knowledge on technological surveillance and result in the development of suitable mechanisms of protecting their privacy. There is also need for joint efforts from the society as well as the technicians involved technology industry to cater to the technical aspects of promoting a safer and secure cyberspace.
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